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The birth of a universe is described as having two main stages: a) a 
phenomenological informational process that generates the funda-
mental phenomenological information of the universe; b) an in-
formational - energetic process which produces the structural uni-
verse. It is shown that the laws of the universe have a semantic ori-
gin, producing a cellular universe, both at the phenomenological 
and structural levels. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The phenomenological information was defined in the years 1984-

1985 [1,2,3] following a previous ontological model of existence of 

the author [4]. The phenomenological information or the phenomenol-

ogical sense, in itself, is a phenomenon outside the field of structural 

science. But the phenomenological senses as elements, when they in-

teract are forming a structure, a phenomenological structure [5]. Still 

and all, this structure has not, in most cases, a systemic formal behav-

ior, because in phenomenological realms, when the phenomenological 

information is not coupled with orthoenergy [3], non-formal processes 

may take place which generate new phenomenological senses (infor-

mation). This may happen when a new universe is born or in the usual 

activity of minds. In such cases, the phenomenological structures de-

fined above are not submitted to the structural science. This is one 

more reason why the structural science is insufficient and incomplete 

[6]. 
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2. THE PLACE OF PHENOMENOLOGICAL INFORMATION 

 
The ontological frame of the phenomenological information was 

presented previously [7] in a synthetic manner as shown in fig.1, 2 and 

3. 

''In fig. 1 are presented the main four levels of existence. The first 

two levels constitute the orthoexistence. 

 In fig.2 are shown the elements that generate a phenomenological cate-

gory, for instance of a universe. The dynamic of the primordial informa-

tion together with the action of the cronos are working together to pro-

duce the phenomenological information (orthosenses) of a universe or for 

other entities. The phenomenological information is playing an important 
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role at all levels. The physics of today dealing with the universe neglects 

the phenomenological information […]. In fig. 3 it is shown how  by the 

coupling of the phenomenological information of a universe  
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with orthoenergy, a complete structural-phenomenological universe may 

be born. A special situation in a universe has, indeed, a mind. It has both 

a part of the structural universe and another part as a phenomenological 

category of its own, not coupled with orthoenergy, although in the frame 

of the phenomenological universe.  

 
The fourth level (fig.1) of group, community and social networks is an 

unequivocal and a new level to be taken into consideration by science. 

This level embraces network phenomena of the second and third main 

levels of existence mentioned above. An integrative science has to con-

sider network phenomena [8] both at the phenomenological and struc-

tural-phenomenological levels, and not only at structural level'' [7]. 
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3. THE BIRTH OF AN UNIVERSE 

 
We shall now consider the generation of a universe. The autofunctor 

FA generates first (fig.4) from the fundamental monoid of existence the 

phenomenological category of a universe [9]. 

  The following big step in the generation of a universe is the cou-
pling with orthoenergy [9]. That coupling is realized (fig.5) by a functor 
FSU. I observed: ''The functor FSU is between a phenomenological cate-
gory S and a structural category U. It is not a simple phenomenological-
structural functor because it involves in its action the deep energy'' [9]. 
FSU does not generate something new, it only couple existing elements. 
For this reason it is not an autofunctor. 
 In detail, from <1> to S, there are some intermediary stages [10] as 

shown in fig.6. 
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The autofunctor FA from fig.4 is the product of the autofunctors 

FA', Fdiv and FP from the fig.6:  

 
FA = FP x Fdiv x FA'     (1) 
 
where FA' , Fdiv , FP are acting in sequence, each in a tact of the cronos. 

After the first tact FA' is acting no more, it is no more present in the proc-

ess. The same type of behavior under the cronos is valid for Fdiv and FP.  

FA'  generates a number of fundamental phenomenological or-

thosenses (senses depending only of deep reality processes), 

 

<otop, os1, os2, …, osn >   (2) 
 
which are forming, every of them, a phenomenological category with one 

object, the respective phenomenological sense (information). The first of 

these, otop, is the phenomenological topological information, that will de-

termine the arrangement, as neighborhoods, of the final phenomenologi-

cal cells (objects) of the phenomenological category of the universe. The 

other orthosenses determine specific properties for various types of inter-

action among the same cells mentioned above. 

 Fdiv, as it was observed [10], produces a division of the orthosenses 

of (2). ''The orthosense <otop> is divided by) Fdiv0 (a component of Fdiv) 
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giving the phenomenological category <otop>div. This is not a process of 

multiplication of the category <otop> with itself for a great number of 

times, because in the category <otop>div are generated morphisms among 

the topological orthosenses which introduces some order for the or-

thosenses to be able to form later an ordered structural space of n dimen-

sions. On this depends the actual number n of dimensions, as the possibil-

ity to form a future 3 dimensional structural space, complemented with a 

n-3 subjacent space, or of any possible configuration of the n dimensions. 

The morphisms created among the objects of <otop>div are assuring 

the ordered neighborhoods of the orthophysical points (or cells) of the 

space and finally of the quanta of the structural space. These morphisms 

will be named neighboring morphisms and they represent, in this model, 

physical and informational realities. This type of morphism may be added 

to those already considered in a previous paper'' [11].  

The autofunctor Fdiv produces the phenomenological categories  

 
<otop> div, <os1> div, <os2> div …<osn> div    (3) 
 
where  
 

- <otop> div is a category which has a multitude of objects (phenome-

nological cells) <otop> which represent the phenomenological infor-

mation of the future structural space of the universe, and 

- <osj>div is a phenomenological category, which has two types of ob-

jects, a multitude of phenomenological senses of interaction <osj> and 

a multitude of zero-objects and corresponding morphisms. 

 
''The autofunctor Fdiv, besides Fdiv0 discussed above, has also the com-

ponents Fdiv1, Fdiv2, Fdivn, each of these components being an autofunctor. 

The effect of an autofunctor Fdivj, where j = 1, 2,…, n is to generate a 

number of identical orthosenses of type j, and a number of phenomenol-
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ogical zero-objects (fig.7), and corresponding morphisms. This is neces-

sary for the final constitution of the phenomenological category S of a 

universe. A phenomenological zero-object is a cell (point) of informatter 

without any topological or charge (interaction) orthosense. There is no 

category of only zero-objects, such objects are only in the categories 

<os1>div , <os2>div ,…,<osn>div . Still the zero-object has the general or-

thosense <1> which is preset, by definition, in all informatter, in all 

points (cells). The phenomenological zero-object has no orthosense ex-

cept the orthosense <1>. 

In fact, a category <osj> has two types of objects, one orthosense , 

named also <osj>, and the zero-object which has the complex orthosense 

<1>. The division applies to both these orthosenses, and that is why 

<osj>div has many orthosenses of both types.  

The <osj>div category has perhaps morphisms among all <osj> or-

thosenses (for instance if to such an orthosense corresponds in the struc-

tural realm an electric charge, these will interact). The morphisms of 

<osj> will be morphisms of interactions among the same type of or-

thosenses, after the type of charge they represent in the structural realm'' 

[10]. 

All these <otop> and <osj> categories are forming together a category 

Cdiv of which objects are of course categories. 

At last, the autofunctor FP (fig. 6) was shown [10] to produce the 

product of phenomenological categories of Cdiv . Then,  

 
S = ∏Cdiv   (4) 
 

This is the fundamental phenomenological information S of a 

universe at its birth. This is a phenomenological category. The objects of 

this category represent the phenomenological information content of 

every quantum of the universe (of space and matter). The morphisms of it 
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represent the neighborhood arrangements, the interactions, changes of 

neighborhood and the transformations of the phenomenological objects in 

interactions. 

Most of the objects of S are of the form shown in fig. 7.  Those ob-

jects with the content of the type of fig.7.a have only topological or-

thosenses and become quanta of space. And further: ''In fig.7.b, 7.c, 7.d 

etc there are objects of S with only one interaction orthosense and a topo-

logical orthosense. Other objects are shown in fig.7.e and 7.f with two in-

teraction orthosenses and a topological orthosense etc. These will become 

later quanta of matter, positioned in space mainly corresponding to their 

topological orthosenses. 

The morphisms among the objects of S are determined by the mor-

phisms in the categories participating at the product (see part 2 of [10]). 
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 Only the categories S and U remain to form the real, integrative 

universe U. Some preliminary considerations on U are presented in [9]. 

Once established, S and U remain in permanent interaction (fig. 8). 

  

We will observe that the product of the categories S and U, one phe-

nomenological, the other structural gives, under certain conditions [12], a 
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structural-phenomenological category U, defined in principle in [12], of 

which objects are formed by both phenomenological and structural ob-

jects of S and U, but only those objects under the effects of FSU and re-

lated by the functors H1 and H2 (fig.8).  

 
4. CONCLUSIONS  

 
The fundamental phenomenological information S of a universe at its 

birth, S = ∏Cdiv , represents the result of a phenomenological process in 

which an important role played the autofunctors FA' , Fdiv , FP . As I ob-

served previously [9],  ''the essence of an autofunctor for a phenomenol-

ogical category is to give birth to a physical and informational process, 

which is non-computable, non-formal, unpredictable for an observer from 

a universe''.  

  The autofunctors are phenomenological informational commands 

of <1>, acting in the tact of cronos R. The cronos is a 'permanent' pres-

ence in the activity of S. If in the universe there are minds, their phe-

nomenological categories ∑Cphemind are part of the phenomenological 

information of the universe. It remains to take into account the pos-

sible phenomenological influence of the Fundamental Conscious-

ness, which is also a phenomenological information. Then the phe-

nomenological information of the universe may be 

 
Sphenomenological.univ = {<1> , R , FA' , Fdiv , FP , S = ∏Cdiv , Z , ∑Cphemind }                             
(5) 
 
where Z is the Fundamental Consciousness (or the part implicated in the 

universe). 
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Sphenomenological.univ represents all the phenomenological information of a 

universe, and this is not a category, although it contains categories like S 

= ∏Cdiv and  ∑Cphemind , and may be Z. 

It remains to study the networks that are formed by self-

organizations or by organization, or by organization due to subcategories 

of  ∑Cphemind , in the frame of (4) or (5). 

 The phenomenological categories are categories with phenomenol-

ogical information. The phenomenological information is always a se-

mantic information. The fundamental phenomenological information of a 

universe (4) is a semantic information. The phenomenological informa-

tion of the universe (5) is also a semantic information.  

The laws of a phenomenological universe without minds and with-

out the influence of Z are contained in (4) and they are of semantic na-

ture.  

The semantic nature of these laws becomes the physical structural 

laws of the universe, after the coupling with orthoenergy, as shown be-

fore.  

The semantics of the phenomenological information is a semantics 

of meaning (sense, phenomenological sense) [1,2,3]. This is different 

from the semantics of signification (of reference and context) [1,2,3], 

which does not imply the meaning (as a phenomenological information), 

but only the structures of information, as it is case of artificial intelli-

gence, and also of the structural information of the brain. 

It may be observed that the fundamental phenomenological infor-

mation of the universe contains cells (phenomenological objects of the 

category S), which become quanta of space and matter of the structural 

universe. If nothing happens from the part of ∑Cphemind and Z, the struc-

tural universe becomes a cellular automaton that might obey the physics 

envisaged by Wolfram [13]. The physics of Wolfram neglects completely 
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the informational phenomenological origins of the universe, exactly the 

sources of the rules followed by the universe as an automaton. and, being 

too structural, wolfram's physics of the universe can not accommodate 

∑Cphemind and Z. But these are sources of new phenomenological informa-

tion that influence a real and a complete integrative universe. 

 What Wolfram has also shown is the fact that the description of 

the universe as a cellular automaton is perhaps better in comparison with 

that which may be obtained by classical mathematics of physics. The 

classical mathematics is good only for some aspects of the behavior of a 

universe, perhaps only for a small part of the reality of the entire uni-

verse. Wolfram demonstrated indeed that mathematics is limited in its 

capacity to describe all the structural reality at such a scale. This may be 

corroborated with the efforts to describe reality under the Planck scale, 

where the usual mathematics fails and efforts are done to find new 

mathematical ways [14]. 
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